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Liz Magor
Focal Point Gallery
By Emily LaBarge

Liz Magor, Coiffed, 2020, painted plywood, fabric skirting, silicone rubber, artificial hair, acrylic throw,
woolen blankets, silver fabric, linen, jewelry boxes, costume jewelry, packaging materials, 2' 3 1⁄8" × 12' 11
7⁄8" × 8'.
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“Material talks,” the Canadian sculptor Liz Magor has said, and in “The
Rise and The Fall,” an exhibition of ten works spanning 2017 to 2021, it’s
true. A panoply of sculptural assemblages large and small unfolds across
three rooms: real stuffed animals (birds) and fake stuffed animals (toys).
Rubber replicas of fake stuffed animals made strange (a life-size, powder
blue, fantastically white-maned lion with a sooty, hollowed out eye
socket). Real fur (rat skins) and fake fur (hairy white boots). Woolen
blankets, linen, silver fabric, trinkets. A sea of flimsy transparent plastic
boxes is like shimmering mausoleums for crumpled cellophane, patterned
tissue paper, candy wrappers, twine, gold foil, old sweaters, toys torn
asunder: eyes and limbs and torsos and stuffing innards strewn about.
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Magor is a regular at thrift stores, where she gleans worn and familiar
effects that are “free in a way, empty of their original purpose and no
longer the target of human interest.” She repossesses and reappraises
these items, which she calls “zero” things, often setting the discarded
articles alongside versions of their ilk that she has transmuted. For
Leather Palm, 2019, she cast a well-creased leather glove in polymerized
gypsum, setting it palm up on a low circular wooden side table stained
with sticky rings of liquid, as if from some social gathering long dispersed.
The glove is solid but appears pliant, still bearing the form of its wearer,
as gloves so often do. A half-smoked cigarette sits affixed to its cuff and
clumps of white ash have fallen into the palm of the glove, as if the
sculpture might double as a decorative trompe l’oeil ashtray.

“I need to transform things to better capture and understand the
constituent properties of the materials and processes that form the
objects of the world,” Magor has said—as though her practice might
return these objects to some autonomous state, unburdened of our
cloying, fickle desires and able to enact their own affinities. Two white
Yeti boots stand facing each other on grubby yellow boxes cast from
cardboard in The Boots, 2017. Each shoe is gripped from behind by a
stuffed animal made from a similar synthetic textile, as if mistaking the
footwear for a long-lost family member or lover. In Delivery (sienna),
2018, a silicone rubber version of a “stuffie” (as the artist calls them)
dangles from a tangled bunch of colorful twine, grasping in its hands a
garment bag emblazoned HARRY ROSEN. I hadn’t thought of that
upscale Canadian men’s clothing store in years.

The gesture of embrace, of inanimate things holding each other close,
recurs throughout Magor’s oeuvre, akin perhaps to the artist’s own
gestures of embellishment—how, as she says, she “rises up” the objects of
her attention to suggest new ontological relationships. In Perennial, 2021,
an old duffel coat has had its holes and imperfections valorized with
silver, bronze, and gold embroidery. In Coiffed, 2020, a blue lion lies on
its side on a wide, skirted platform, alongside a collection of open ex voto-
like jewelry boxes. But the most tender offering is Wasted, 2021, a thin
silver wedge cast from cardboard, whose slender ledge holds a stuffed
bird (real). A tag on its ankle reads YUCATAN, JUNE 1887. Beneath its
soft brown body a dark-blue shadow, like a condolence, has been painted.
If Magor’s work is about what and how we love (until we don’t), it is also
about the labor of art as an invested form of looking: one that is
transferred to the viewer, who is asked to question the ways in which
meaning is assigned—in life as in art. Even the most forsaken things do
not disappear when our backs are turned—a reality both ecological and
ideological. That includes art objects and the humble material
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resurrections they offer, if we pay attention. How ordinary, how
remarkable, how enduring.
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24/11/2023 18:13 La complessità dell'ordinario nella nuova mostra di Liz Magor

https://insideart.eu/2023/11/01/la-complessita-dellordinario-nella-nuova-mostra-di-liz-magor/?fbclid=PAAaaBY0MXH4BVhDlvw9_VTnrARPtl8H6CELn63dhOTOtfPA3Rrf4yCnbH5V4_aem_AfVFVkMIEvPlIxiNgIljiFVVL… 1/6

Una forza all’interno di oggetti inanimati e materiali affiora nella ricerca di Liz Magor:
un'indagine sulla loro risonanza emotiva

mercoledì 1 Novembre 2023

Soa Di Gravio

La mostra di Liz Magor alla Fondazione Giuliani è un viaggio avvincente nel rapporto con il mondo materiale che ci circonda. L’artista
canadese, con una carriera artistica di oltre quarant’anni, si è specializzata nella scultura, ma la sua opera va ben oltre il mero processo di
modellazione di oggetti. L’artista ci conduce in una dimensione in cui la nozione di tempo si intreccia con  la materia evocando desiderio e
nostalgia. Le opere di Magor esplorano il nostro costante rapporto con le cose nella sua complessità. Lavorando con oggetti comuni di uso
quotidiano, cui non si presta attenzione, l’artista utilizza diverse tecniche scultoree per donargli in forme nuove, a metà strada tra la natura
morta e il perturbante. Oggetti come coperte, vestiti rovinati dagli agenti atmosferici e giocattoli abbandonati suscitano emozioni che
vanno ben al di là ed anzi prescindono dal loro uso e della loro funzione originaria.
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Il lavoro di Liz Magor si svela come una ri�essione sulla nostra incessante ricerca di nuovi oggetti e nuove esperienze. In ogni sala della
mostra, gli oggetti sono presentati in modo straordinario ed avulso dal loro contesto originale; in tal modo, essi diventano un mezzo
espressivo, come una tela su cui Magor dipinge raccontandoci nuove storie e narrazioni. Questo processo crea emozioni inaspettate e
spesso contrastanti. Con un gusto estetico che si muove  tra il macabro e il provocatorio, l’artista ci conduce verso territori emozionali di
dipendenza e paura. L’allestimento della mostra, semplice e quasi spoglio, conferisce alle opere d’arte la possibilità di occupare uno spazio
minimalista e di colpire profondamente gli spettatori. La loro presenza, insieme alla loro espressività, crea un’esperienza coinvolgente che
fa ri�ettere sulla nostra relazione con il mondo materiale che ci circonda.
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La mostra di Liz Magor alla Fondazione Giuliani è un’opportunità per ri�ettere sui signi�cati più reconditi che si nascondono nell’ordinario,
ovvero in ciò che costantemente ci circonda. L’artista ci s�da a guardare al di là dell’apparenza degli oggetti e della loro funzione
immediata, e a esplorare il mondo ricco di signi�cati che gli stessi possono evocare. In un’epoca dominata dall’e�mero e dal super�ciale,
Magor ci offre l’opportunità di soffermarci sul  valore estetico degli oggetti e sulle storie che essi possono raccontare.

La mostra, in de�nitiva, è un invito a esplorare il mondo sotto la super�cie delle cose, lasciandoci emozionare e, talvolta, anche turbare da
porzioni di realtà alle quali, normalmente, non prestiamo alcuna attenzione.
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Liz Magor, Phoenix, 2013, wool, cotton, mica, plastic, 57 x 21 1/2 x 5''. 

NICE  

Liz Magor  

MUSEE D'ART MODERNE ET D'ART CONTEMPORAIN | NICE  

Place Yves Klein 

November 18 - May 13 

Liz Magor is extremely interested in the objects that we surround ourselves with, though this 

is neither because of their status as commodities nor because of their materials. What 

fascinates her is the physical and psychological relationships we establish with them––our 

emotional investment in objects and the aura they consequently assume. 

To bring out this animism, Magor essentially resorts to two artistic strategies. On one hand, 

she juxtaposes real objects with finely detailed polymerized and colored plaster casts, 

creating a continuous and uncanny ambiguity between original and simulacrum, ready-made 

https://www.artforum.com/picks/liz-magor-74434
https://www.artforum.com/artguide/mus-e-d-art-moderne-et-d-art-contemporain-nice-790
https://www.artforum.com/search?search=Liz%20Magor
https://www.artforum.com/picks/liz-magor-74434
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and sculpture. On the other hand, she considerably alters the objects or their reproductions, 

charging them with anthropomorphic connotations. Tweed (Kidney), 2008, for example, is a 

cast of a folded overcoat from which a (real) liquor bottle juts out, like an organ exposed: an 

unsettling hybrid that calls to mind Robert Gober. 

However, some of the best works in this traveling retrospective (which spans from 1989 to 

the present, with Nice as the final stop) belong to a group that forms a category unto itself. 

These are secondhand blankets, complete with stains and burn marks, on which the artist 

makes small manual interventions, such as mendings and applications of pieces of fabric. 

Magor then has the blankets dry-cleaned, and she exhibits them still partially wrapped in the 

dry cleaner’s protective plastic coverings. They communicate the female ethics of daily care—

of objects as well as bodies—but, above all, they exude a sense of precariousness and loss. 

And it is with this feeling, more than any other, that this exhibition of orphaned objects 

leaves the viewer. 

Translated from Italian by Marguerite Shore. 

— Simone Menegoi 

 

https://www.artforum.com/search?search=Robert%20Gober
https://www.artforum.com/contributor/simone-menegoi
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Stark fluorescent lights and vast white walls magnify the uncanniness of the domestic motifs 
that populate the sparse landscape of "you you you," a retrospective of work by Canadian artist 
Liz Magor at the Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst. At one end stands One Bedroom 
Apartment (1998), a group of household items and furniture pieces clustered together, as if 
ready for a move. Elsewhere, in Formal I and Formal II (both 2012), two chairs are draped with 
garment bags cast in silicone rubber. These various constructions seem oddly melancholic, the 
apartment installation suggesting the belongings of someone in a transitional state and the 
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artificial formal-wear bags, for me, evoking themes of Death of a Salesman, Arthur Miller's play 
about the professional ambitions of a delusional ordinary man. 
 
The exhibition assembles a diverse assortment of Magor's works dating from 1989 to the 
present in a single, open-plan gallery. With sculptures of chairs, stained blankets, towels, and 
other everyday objects, many placed directly on the floor, the overall installation suggests the 
contents of a partially raided store, or even a postapocalyptic scenario where only the barest 
remains of consumer culture are left.  

What seem to be familiar objects presented as readymades are in fact casts. From certain angles, 
three floor-bound works from the series "Double Cabinet" (2001) appear to be merely stacks of 
towels or cable-knit sweaters. But from others, you see that the textiles (which are made from 
polymerized gypsum) are stiff, hollow constructions, their insides filled with stores of gin, beer, 
chewing gum, lighters, cigarettes. Similar openings appear in many of Magor's sculptures. Tweed 
(Kidney), 2008, is a hard sculpture of a folded, multicolored coat that bears a slit just large enough for 
the tequila bottle inserted into it.  

For the most part, the works on display are recognizable examples of Magor's signature approach, but 
the oldest piece on view, Field Work (1989), looks quite different. It consists of a selection of black-
and-white snapshots from the late 1960s showing Magor's white friends wearing moccasins and 
feathered headdresses while fishing, sunbathing, or sitting around an open fire. When Magor first 
displayed the photographs as an innocent document of hippie hedonism, she was strongly criticized 
for her cultural appropriation, since the work (which she titled after Edward Curtis's photogravure 
portraits of Native Americans from the late '70s) seemed to trivialize indigenous traditions. After this 
incident, Magor shifted her tactics of appropriation toward sculpture and installation. Her willingness 
to reckon with past follies is rare. Furthermore, displaying Field Work alongside her subsequent 
pieces shows the vitality and adaptability of her conceptual framework. The unsettling result locates 
cultural appropriation among the normalizing fantasies of domestic life.  
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Alors qu’une rétrospective vient de lui être consacrée au Musée d’art 
contemporain de Montréal, l’artiste canadienne Liz Magor, née en 1948, 
investit l’espace industriel du Crédac. Dans son exposition The Blue One 
Comes in Black, elle explore avec une surprenante tendresse le monde 
vulnérable des objets. 

Liz Magor se préoccupe principalement des objets délaissés, usés. Ainsi, des couvertures 
achetées dans des magasins de seconde main se trouvent, après leur nettoyage au pressing, 
suspendues à des cintres, pliées, repassées et même reprisées. De ce geste artistique émane une 
grande bienveillance à l’égard de ces pièces de tissu, que l’artiste soigne véritablement. Panser 
les plaies d’une vieille couverture trouée, quoi de plus juste, au fond, quand celle-ci a passé sa vie 
d’objet à réchauffer des corps ? D’autant que ces corps ont laissé leur empreinte : marques 
d’usure, accrocs, brûlures de cigarettes… Ces objets disent quelque chose de leurs anciens 
propriétaires, ils sont les témoins attachants de vies anonymes, aussi portent-ils en eux de 
grandes potentialités narratives. Et par le traitement affectueux que l’artiste leur applique, ces 
objets en fin de vie, abandonnés, acquièrent le statut d’œuvre d’art. Quel saisissement de 
constater que, sur les murs de l’espace d’exposition, les couvertures prennent indubitablement 
l’allure de toiles abstraites : l’objet mis au rebut, oublié, attire à nouveau les regards ! Naît alors un 
sentiment d’empathie mêlé d’amertume, face à ce qui émerge douloureusement ici : l’évidente 
absence de pérennité dans les liens qui nous unissent aux objets, si caractéristique de notre 
société. 
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Pour les préserver de la détérioration due au temps et à l’usage, l’artiste abrite également divers 
objets dans d’étranges enveloppes protectrices en silicone (série All The Names, 2014). Ces 
boîtes translucides font l’effet de modestes capsules temporelles, pourtant bien déterminées à 
traverser les années. Une certaine luminescence émane de ces œuvres, ajoutant au mystère de 
leur contenu rendu indiscernable par l’épaisseur du caoutchouc. 

Les sacs de courses échoués sur le sol un peu plus loin se trouvent eux aussi figés dans leur état 
actuel. Il s’agit en vérité de moulages incroyablement réalistes, conçus en gypse polymérisé, 
témoignant d’un délicat travail de sculpture. Devenus armures, ils semblent protéger plus 
efficacement les fragiles choses qu’ils contiennent. Dans de curieux assemblages, divers objets 
(oiseau naturalisé, ours en peluche…) sont disposés sur des socles : ce sont là encore des 
reproductions en gypse polymérisé, qui revêtent l’apparence trompeuse de boîtes en carton. Si 
ces associations entre moulages renversants de réalisme et objets réels peuvent surprendre ou 
amuser, ils interrogent également, en filigrane, sur le rapport hiérarchique existant entre sculpture 
et ready-made. 

Ainsi, Liz Magor dialogue avec le monde matériel. Avec une douceur mélancolique, elle donne vie 
à un univers singulier et touchant de délicatesse, au sein duquel les objets semblent habités d’une 
existence propre. Qu’elle répare les blessures du temps en soignant des objets dévalués, ou 
qu’elle fige dans le temps des objets du quotidien dans ses moulages hyper réalistes… Liz Magor 
s’efforce de garder les choses vivantes le plus longtemps possible et sonde avec justesse notre 
rapport au temps, à la mort. 

  

Liz Magor, The Blue One Comes in Black, Jusqu’au 18 décembre Centre d'art contemporain 
d'Ivry - Le Crédac, La Manufacture des Œillets, 25-29 rue Raspail, 94200 Ivry-sur-Seine. 
M°Mairie d'Ivry / RER C, Ivry-sur-Seine, Tous les jours sauf le lundi, de 14h à 18h (19h le 
weekend). Entrée libre. 

Jusqu’au 29 octobre, Liz Magor présente également l’exposition Humidor à la galerie 
Marcelle Alix. 

 
 
 

http://www.anousparis.fr/culture/expos/la-vie-des-objets-0 
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Critique / October 5, 2016 — By Guillaume Benoit  

Le Crédac organise une exposition exceptionnelle de Liz Magor, née en 1948. Figure de proue de la scène 
canadienne, le travail de cette artiste discrète et sensible reste encore peu montré en France, un état de fait 
qui risque bien d’évoluer. Après une grande monographie présentée au Musée d’Art contemporain de 
Montréal, cette exposition au Crédac (avec la tenue d’un parcours parallèle à la galerie Marcelle Alix) nous 
plonge au cœur de sa création. Une reconnaissance tout à fait méritée tant son travail, pluriel et ouvert offre 
de prises à la pensée pour s’évader ou, au contraire, sonder plus en profondeur notre perception des objets 
qui peuplent le monde. 

Liz Magor — The Blue One Comes in Black @ Le Crédac, Centre d’art contemporain d’Ivry from 
September 8 to December 18.  
 
De grandes couvertures peuplent les cimaises de la première salle ; à travers des micro-changements, 
Liz Magor attire l’attention sur un détail, une altération de l’état originel qui, si elle annule la 
fonctionnalité première de ces objets, leur redonne une vie en en faisant les témoins sensibles et 
muets d’une histoire secrète. Repassées, bien pliées sur leurs cintres, leur durée de vie, malgré leur 
état parfois largement dégradé, semble avoir été écourtée, comme si leur usage restait possible, prêtes 
à être remises en service ou, à tout le moins, en état. En témoignent ces trous qui pourraient tout aussi 
bien servir de repères à une intervention ultérieure visant à les réparer. À travers ses gestes, Liz 
Magor ajoute des éléments discrets à ces objets, des signes étranges qui soulignent leur imperfection, 
entourant des trous de cigarettes d’un plastique qui les protège autant qu’il désigne leur fragilité. Sous 
les housses plastique des services de nettoyage leur donnant de faux airs de jupes à collerettes 

http://slash-paris.com/articles/liz-magor-le-credac-ivry-sur-seine
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d’enfants d’un autre âge, les couvertures rappellent également leur fonction de protection dans un 
Canada au climat hostile. Mais les épingles qui les maintiennent droites, les ajouts secrets et discrets 
qu’elle y greffe (tels des mèches de cheveux et autres écussons) empêchent toute réutilisation, le 
temps de leur fonctionnalité est révolu, les voici dans le temps de notre histoire, parties intégrantes 
d’un vocabulaire singulier. 

Liz Magor, vue de l’exposition 
The Blue One Comes in Black, 
Centre d’art contemporain 
d’Ivry — le Crédac, 2016 
Courtesy of le Crédac — Photo © 
André Morin  

Au sol, des sacs divers contiennent 
des outils de couture surannés qui 
rappellent également l’intégration 
de cette industrie dans la vie 
canadienne, les écussons originaux 
témoignent quant à eux de la 
qualité certaine de ces pièces et du 
glissement opéré par l’artiste, qui 
prolonge le soin apporté à la 
confection en le reportant sur sa 
mise en scène. La suite du parcours 
va s’attacher plus précisément à ses 
sculptures, qui mélangent des 

matériaux de récupération, débris et autres objets. Autant de fragments de narrations complexes où les signes 
se croisent, font sens mais n’annulent pas une certaine obscurité. Le plastique semble donner un lustre, un 
vernis à ces associations hétéroclites et la main, le toucher y sont omniprésents avec les multiples gants qui 
les évoquent. De là découle certainement la nature profondément empathique du regard de l’artiste sur ces 
fragments du réel abandonnés, une fragilité qui en interdit à présent l’usage, seul un gant vide est autorisé à 
s’emparer d’eux. C’est une des forces de l’œuvre de Liz Magor, une puissance évocatrice et une fertilité 
métaphorique que l’artiste maintient à plein en s’effaçant derrière ces assemblages hétéroclites et en 
brouillant toute piste qui permettrait de déceler un ordre précis à ses constructions. L’ordre, ici, est celui des 
objets, qui imposent leur singularité et laissent ainsi vagabonder l’imaginaire comme il l’entend. Il y a 
incontestablement quelque chose du rêve chez Magor, du songe intranquille de l’enfance qui porte en lui une 
certaine part de peur, une mélancolie doucereuse qui finit de s’incarner dans la figure d’un nourrisson, 
lequel, loin d’être un symbole fantasmé, est mis en scène dans une position d’effort, escaladant un bloc qui 

se fait miroir d’une lutte constante 
des objets pour leur propre 
préservation. 

Liz Magor, vue de l’exposition 
The Blue Ont Comes in Black, 
Centre d’art contemporain 
d’Ivry — Le Crédac © Slash-Paris  

Cela vient aussi d’une envie de 
prendre soin, « d’avoir cure » de ces 
objets anonymes et nous confronter 
ainsi à notre propre regard ; 
apprécions-nous vraiment (dans les 

deux sens du terme) ce qui nous entoure ? Une pudeur et une discrétion ensorceleuses émergent derrière les 
matériaux mêmes, où carton et plastique se révèlent bien différents de ce qu’ils laissent apparaître. En 
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trompe-l’œil, la banalité devient une construction précieuse, la forme aléatoire des modèles qui ont permis de 
les mouler, l’artiste imprimé une volonté de laisser voir l’identique, de faire résonner la tautologie du monde 
pour que notre propre regard ne soit plus dupe de sa lassitude et, de fait, de son inaptitude à « percevoir » la 
vitalité des objets. Point alors un sentiment diffus de danger, comme si ce monde plus lourd, réalisé dans les 
rêves en négatifs des objets du réels (moulages réalisés de l’intérieur, laissant entrevoir l’envers de housses et 
de cartons), n’en demeurait pas moins bien plus exposé à la fêlure, à la brisure. 

En face, la très belle tenture de couverture noire (Hudson’s Bay Double) dessine une constellation. Rejouant 
le format du panorama, ce paysage qui n’en est pas un évoque une constellation de points d’intérêt que seul 
un regard attentif sur le monde peut déceler. Pas de nature donc ici, et ce malgré le profond amour que 
l’artiste lui porte, elle qui passe une grande partie de l’année sur une île reculée ; ce sont bien plutôt les 
objets, les sculptures et autres reliquats qui deviennent des parts indissociables de paysages qu’elle invente, 
d’un ordre qu’elle fait émerger autant qu’elle continue de le scruter, observant la vitalité nouvelle qui en 
émane. 

 
Liz Magor, Palm Pet, vue de 
l’exposition The Blue One 
Comes in Black, Centre d’art 
contemporain d’Ivry — le 
Crédac, 2016 Gypse polymérisé, 
laine, bois, sachet en plastique 
Courtesy de l’artiste & Marcelle 
Alix, Paris — Photo © André 
Morin / le Crédac  

Cette réutilisation, remise en 
perspective de la familiarité des 
objets, vient ainsi perturber notre 
rapport au monde. Au final, ce 
parcours déploie un ensemble 
pluriel qui, sous des atours 
d’accumulation ready-made, 
révèle sa minutie si précieuse que 
le décalage, perceptible après 
examen attentif, voire par 
l’insensible, se fait vertige. En ce 
sens, Liz Magor, en laissant une 
totale liberté d’interprétation, 
parvient à forcer le visiteur à user 
de la même application 
d’observation et de perception 
qu’elle, encourageant dans tous 
les cas à observer à son tour la vie 
des objets, cette fragilité qui se 
dessine comme un mirage, 
insensible et contradictoire, mais 
terriblement présente. 

 
 
http://slash-paris.com/articles/liz-magor-le-credac-ivry-sur-seine 
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 Palm Pet, de Liz Magor. Photo courtesy de l’artiste et Marcelle Alix, Paris/ André Mor  
 

A la question de savoir pourquoi un artiste peut bien naître ou renaître aux yeux du monde de l’art 
alors qu’il travaille depuis des décennies et a d’ores et déjà dépassé l’âge de la retraite, le cas Liz 
Magor constitue un cas d’école. Il lui a fallu attendre d’avoir 68 ans et une rétrospective - montée 
au Canada cet été, remontée cet automne en Suisse puis en Allemagne, plus deux expositions 
parisiennes, l’une à la galerie Marcelle Alix, l’autre au Crédac, centre d’art d’Ivry-sur-Seine (Val-
de-Marne), pour que tout ce qu’elle a mis au point trouve aujourd’hui un certain écho. Certes, il y a 
que Liz Magor est une femme (artiste) et que cela a longtemps suffi, comme pour ses consœurs, à la 
rendre invisible (lire page précédente). Mais il y a surtout que son travail était finalement en 
avance. C’est pourquoi il est aujourd’hui sorti du placard par une génération de curateurs plus 
jeunes, et admirés par des artistes émergents. Liz Magor, avec ses sculptures fait-main, à taille 
humaine, mettant en scène de simples choses abîmées et datées, ou de petits animaux, moulés ou 
taxidermés, sur des socles tout gondolés, fait figure d’anticipatrice d’un rapport modeste, voire 
apaisé, et surtout très inspiré, de l’homme à son environnement. 
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Ses œuvres commencent au socle, c’est-à-dire à ce qui leur permet de tenir, de se présenter, de 
s’imposer. Chez Magor, ils ont cette forme que prennent les cartons, dont on se débarrasse dans la 
rue après s’être fait livrer une télé ou un canapé. Appuyés ou fixés contre le mur, ils ont l’air bel et 
bien vrai, même s’ils sont légèrement teintés de gris ou de mauve. L’illusion est parfaite. Il a fallu 
qu’on y touche pour faire la part des choses. Ce sont des moulages en gypse, une roche tendre et 
cristalline. 

Babioles.  
Là-dessus, Liz Magor dépose ou accroche de menus objets, des magazines emballés dans des films 
plastiques des babioles, des napperons, ou bien des animaux, un oisillon, un petit ours blanc, un 
chaton en tricot… croyait-on. Car il a fallu qu’on mette (discrètement) les doigts sur le chaton et sur 
le reste de la ménagerie pour en identifier la matière. Plus facile et imparable. Ici, du papier, de la 
peluche, ou des vraies plumes d’oiseau taxidermé. Et là, au contraire, une consistance dure révèle 
que sous le tricot, il y a du gypse. Mais cette découverte ne résout rien. Parce que chez Liz Magore, 
la chose fait œuvre et l’œuvre ouvragée, si on peut dire, se réifie. Les rebuts récupérés, ceux 
auxquels elle n’a pas touché, comptent autant que la partie véritablement travaillée de la sculpture. 
Ce qui dit une manière de collaborer avec les choses telles qu’elles sont. 
Jusque-là, rien de très nouveau : les artistes contemporains sont friands d’objets cassés, usés ou 
démodés - qu’ils les déversent en tas (compressés à la César), qu’ils les trient et les assemblent en 
fonction de leurs formes ou de leurs couleurs (à la Tony Cragg), ou encore qu’ils y trouvent le 
moyen de s’inscrire dans une économie de moyen avec un esprit bricoleur. Rien de tout cela ne 
correspond à la valeur ni a l’usage de ces objets de seconde main chez Liz Magor. Qui s’en 
explique ainsi : «Puisque toutes ces choses portent déjà une empreinte sociale, c’est un peu comme 
si je faisais entrer le monde par bribes dans l’atelier.» Les objets ne l’intéressent qu’en tant que 
traces de la vie des êtres qui les ont laissés derrière eux. D’où ces couvertures qu’elle pend à leur 
cintre aux murs du Crédac, non sans avoir cerné de gypse rouge les trous (causés par des brûlures 
de cigarettes ou par des mites), ni les avoir au préalable envoyés au pressing - une attention dont 
témoigne l’emballage qui les protège. 

Illusionniste.  
Or, ces couvertures rehaussées, objets chaleureux et réconfortants laissés de côté, comme toutes ses 
autres pièces, ne valent plus seulement comme des témoignages de la vie de leur propriétaire. 
Augmentées par l’artiste, réemballées, pétries en tout ou partie d’un matériau illusionniste, elles 
vivent leur vie. «Ce qui m’intéresse, dit ainsi l’artiste, c’est l’influence de ce qui est fabriqué dans 
l’atelier sur ce qui est trouvé. Par un phénomène mystérieux, les objets trouvés s’animent vraiment 
lorsqu’ils sont en présence de la représentation sculpturale de quelque chose d’ordinaire.» Et puis 
ceci : «Il y a tout un monde de chose qui existe parallèlement au monde des humains et la 
chorégraphie entre les deux est synchronisée à un point tel qu’il est difficile de déterminer qui ou 
quoi dirige l’action.» Un questionnement dont Liz Magor a eu l’intuition il y a quarante ans, rejoint 
par ceux qui entendent laisser place sur Terre à d’autres espèces, animées ou non. 

Judicaël Lavrador  

Liz Magor The Blue One Comes in Black Credac, à Ivry-sur-Seine (94). Jusqu’au 18 décembre. Rens. 
: www.credac.fr Humidor Galerie Marcelle Alix, 75020. Jusqu’au 29 octobre. Rens. 
: www.marcellealix.com 

http://next.liberation.fr/arts/2016/09/18/liz-magor-dechiffreuse-de-rebuts_1501767 

http://www.liberation.fr/auteur/15643-judicael-lavrador
http://www.credac.fr/v3/liz-magor
http://www.marcellealix.com/expositions/presentation/62/humidor
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Liz Magor: Habitude’ surveys the Vancouver-based artist’s sculpture and installation practice 
from the mid-1970s to date. Magor’s influence over the decades – magnified by her teaching 
at Emily Carr University of Art + Design – has been profound, and the exhibition adeptly 
establishes how her work has impacted on many of contemporary sculpture’s most pressing 
concerns, and a generation of younger artists investigating them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Liz Magor, Carton II, 2006 
polymerized gypsum, cigarettes, gum, matches, and lighter, 29 x 53 x 48 cm. 
Courtesy: Musée d'art contemporain de Montréal; photograph: Richard-Max Tremblay 
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Throughout her career, Magor has sought to get as close as possible to the marrow of everyday life 
by casting quotidian objects – from fallen trees to old clothing – in her signature medium of 
polymerized gypsum. Sculptures of organic matter and consumer goods, frozen in the moment, 
allow us to contemplate the affective dimensions of their consumption or decay. Magor’s uncanny 
combinations of objects, both cast and real, reframe our relationships with the commonplace 
materials we take for granted. Product packaging and giftwrap, for instance, which appear in a 
number of her works, serve as intermediaries between ourselves and the goods we desire, delaying 
the gratification that comes with their use. 

At the Musée de art contemporain, stacks of gypsum towels hide neat rows of found beer cans and 
gin bottles, while gypsum clothes, mittens and hats conceal stockpiles of real cigarettes and 
chocolates – cosiness masking contraband, soft protecting hard. This tension between inner depths 
and surface layers parallels not just our own corporeal interior and exterior but also the ways in 
which we customize our appearance, from fashion to home décor. This is particularly evident in 
Magor’s expansive installation Being This (2012), an idiosyncratic ‘portrait gallery’ of found and 
altered clothing, displayed in paper-lined boxes, as if recently purchased from a department store. 
Each evokes the distinct personality of an imagined wearer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liz Magor, Ladies Soft Leather (Russet), 2015 
polymerized gypsum, cellophane, and foil, 14 x 29 x 21 cm. 
Courtesy: Catriona Jeffries, Vancouver; photograph: SITE Photography 

Co-curators Dan Adler and Lesley Johnstone use the three large galleries to mimic the 
environments that typically harbour consumer objects, from retail displays to warehouses. For 
instance, an enormous shelving unit holding dozens of individual sculptures bisects the second 
gallery. (Unfortunately, one consequence of MACM’s huge spaces is that they make some of 
Magor’s monumental works appear small.) Avoiding a chronological treatment, the curators stage 
dramatic juxtapositions of scale from the exhibition’s opening moment: the dainty yet morbid 
Ladies Soft Leather (Russet) (2015) – a gypsum glove holding a dead bird, ensconced in foil and 
cellophane – is juxtaposed with the adjacent large-scale installation Production (1980), a press for 
crafting bricks out of wet newspaper alongside a wall of the same crumbling bricks. The bird’s frail 
beauty appears all the more singular when placed next to the press: a machine for the production of 
mundane multiples. 
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The first gallery is dominated by three large cedar trunks cast in gypsum; two of them (Hollow, 
1998-9 and Burrow, 1999) cache sleeping bags while one (Wrap, 2003) is stuffed, éclair-like, with 
fibreglass insulation. By combining cast objects with found elements – as in Chee-to (2000), where 
real scattered cheese puffs peek coyly from under a pile of gypsum rocks – Magor intends not to 
deceive by illusion but to question the truth in visual perception, and to discover new ways of 
making meaning. As Magor once remarked, in a 2015 talk at the Art Gallery of Ontario, ‘That 
mistake between the real and the mimic […] that disconnection from knowledge and naming – I 
love it as a form of freedom.’ 

 
Liz Magor, Tweed (Toblerone), 2008 
polymerized gypsum and chocolate bar, 41 x 41 x 13 cm. 
Courtesy: Catriona Jeffries, Vancouver; photograph: SITE Photography 

Some of the strongest works in ‘Habitude’ are Magor’s most recent sculptures, such as the 
impressive, large-scale Membership (2016), a confrontation between a toy dog and an 
oversized cardboard box. Other recent gypsum sculptures feature too-tiny toy dogs curled up 
on crumpled boxes, timidly facing the wall. Animals like these act as ersatz companions that 
hold the potential for kinship but ultimately leave it unfulfilled. Magor’s sculptures leave us 
alone with the silent, burdensome company of our accumulated possessions. 
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View of Liz Magor’s exhibition Habitude in Musée d’art contemporain de Montreal, 2016 

A retrospective exhibition should be thick with time. More ephemeral than the objects it 
displays, it is a stillness that passes, a terrain upon which viewers and artworks coexist 
within a dynamic that has as much to do with time as space. This breadth of the now, the 
temporary fixing of temporal bandwidth, allows us to listen to what seemingly disparate 
works have to say to each other when placed in proximity. 
 
Habitude, Liz Magor’s first major survey, is at the Musée d’art contemporain de Montréal 
until September 5th, where it has been curated by Dan Adler and Lesley Johnstone. In 2017 
it will appear in Europe, re-curated by Heike Munder at the Migros-Museum für 
Gegenwartskunst, Zurich, and by Bettinna Steinbrügge at the Kunstverein in Hamburg. 
The retrospective survey as a form, whether chronologically structured or not, almost 
always tells us something that’s otherwise elusive about the body of works that involve it. 
This is certainly true at the MACM. 
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Magor’s production appears, at first glance, various. But the consistency of her concerns 
suggests that she may be, as Stanley Cavell said about Eric Rohmer, more of an artist of 
oeuvre than genre. Juxtaposed in the exhibition are works that use completely different 
casting processes and take bewilderingly different visual forms. A rarely-seen work, Double 
Scarp (1980), sits on the gallery floor near a large selection of small cast pieces, from 2001-
2008, arranged on an enormous, white, three-tiered shelving unit developed for the 
exhibition. Nearby, in the same voluminous gallery, the earliest works in the exhibition, 
Bird Nest Kits (1975) – three neat stacks of found nests delicately packaged in boxes 
affixed with lovingly descriptive labels, as if to be sold in a gift shop – are among the last to 
be seen. 

Non-Chronology is no more legitimate a tack than chronology for a living artist’s 
retrospective. But for many who are still working strongly, to begin at the beginning and 
end at the end suggests the end of a career as well. Time looms heavy even though an 
exhibition’s viewers are free to wander forward and back – to take all that time up, into 
themselves, and at their own pace. Viewing Habitude, faced with complex and riddling 
images made during five decades, one ends up, anyway, attempting to sort out a 
chronology. Finding this sort of a temporal bearing in the geography of the exhibition 
helps me sense the pressures and attractions of association among the diverse bodies. 

In Habitude’s installation of Production (1980), a tall, long, immaculately-constructed wall 
stands before a wooden, debris-splattered, brick-casting press. Magor built the 
rudimentary machine and then used it to create the bricks that compose the wall – a task 
that required several months’ labor. The bricks are made of discarded daily newspapers 
collected each day by Magor, before being brought to her studio to become the materials of 
her production. The newsprint has aged like the pages one finds within the frames of old 
houses, pages chattily insistent that the past happened (and we with it), frozen in the 
closely-subjective, restricted visual field of their present, and the concomitant uncertainty 
of any present moment. Occasionally a date or a place or a time – an ad for air-
conditioning, or a fragment of an Associated Press story about the Montreal Alouettes’s 
Spring training – appears intact enough to be read. Mostly, though, the wall possesses a 
sort of dusty, pink beauty – marbled but also somehow embalmed or intestinal. Small 
shards, bits of the wall’s debris, have collected on the gallery floor around its base: artefacts 
of its construction, one presumes. As in many of Magor’s works, Production is evidence of 
a careful, and even loving labor to preserve and universalize the quotidian, to make time 
speak as structure, to make the days count, to make them hold up at length. 

In Magor’s oeuvre, the stuff that surrounds the body often does the speaking. In Double 
Scarp, like Four Boys and a Girl (1979), the material that’s pressed into a shallow oblong 
form – in scale and shape inferring the body – is clothing. Rusted steel binds the garments: 
the press cleaves to its pressings. The fabrics are layered thick and cut to make edges like 
geological strata, compressed by a great force but fraying a little. Like the words and paper 
in Production, the clothing can be registered in places as it once was: some thin corduroy 
plainly visible at one of the edges. But mostly they’re painted or plastered white, a form 
suggesting both grave and body at once, the funereal wrappings of some sort of early 
modern industrial mummy. 

Nearby Double Scarp, on the shelving unit, are several examples of small silicone rubber 
pieces called Sleepers (1999). These appear to be persons wrapped in fabric almost like a 
cone so that only the uncanny, orange-blond synthetic hair is showing. 
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They might almost be tiny babies swaddled at birth (white fabric substituting for womb). 
When a newborn sleeps, it sleeps so completely that a parent can be forgiven for moving it 
a little, for provoking a response to confirm that the baby is still alive. Again, at the end, 
beside the deathbed, it’s not always clear if the departed has yet departed. The cusp of life 
and death are almost unintelligible to the living, and sleep, like death, is a wholly private 
matter. It’s not insignificant that in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Mercury was responsible for 
leading the dead to Hades and for bringing dreams to those who slept. Perhaps the prone 
or curled-up animals that populate Magor’s later work, if they aren’t dead, are free from 
the tempests and desires of dreams. In Magor, one suspects, the only afterlife is the life of 
art, a stillness in the safety of the gallery or museum, a place of contemplative attention 
and sustained concentration. 

Writing in the catalogue for his 1986 AGO exhibition that surveyed Magor’s manufacture 
from the time she moved from Vancouver to Toronto in 1981, Philip Monk observed: 

Every work of art develops its own narrative and history separately from the artist: this 
is part of an interpretive process that people other than the artist produce over time. Not 
every work of art, however, is allowed its own physical history – a history of decay, for 
instance. Rather, there is a massively coordinated attempt to maintain its original 
identity through the principles and procedures of the museum. The possibility of a history 
for an object was taken into consideration as one of the concerns of such Magor 
installations as Four Boys and a Girl and Production. They were produced, but not 
programmed, to have their own history. … Through this history of decay, they assumed 
their own identity beyond the artist. But this history was taken as a metaphor for 
something else, however, as it became a poignant reflection on the human condition. 

In Habitude, a dramatic shift away from pieces that decay, that are materially subject to a 
natural aging process, occurs in The Most She Weighed/The Least She Weighed (1982). 
This two-part sculpture shares an exhibition room with Production and another primarily 
wood-and-paper installation, Sowing Weeds in Lanes and Ditches (1976). The Most She 
Weighed is, by contrast, made of shiny aluminum plates and heavy lead castings. The piece 
refers to an elderly woman, but as an object, it resists aging. This shift in approach toward 
a likeness that won’t decay is so dramatic, so pronounced, it’s as if The Most She Weighed 
appears not to belong to the same body of work as the other pieces in the room. 

In fact, Magor curtailed the aging process in 1982, after which there seems to be a more 
direct attention to preserve and dignify or rescue what was aging and about to be lost. Her 
series of blankets, including Maple Leaf (2011) are, materially, about as far as one can get 
from the lead of The Most She Weighed and yet they, too, resist decay. Their flaws have 
been fixed or beautified, damaged blankets that were once separate have been combined, 
becoming a single blanket that outlives the bodies they once sheltered and protected. 

Magor’s use of new techniques in the later 1990s deepened her exploration of prior 
themes. She adapts advanced casting processes developed for the film industry – 
techniques that recreate unique textured and worn surfaces, such as the walls of buildings, 
that need to be transferred from outside locations to the more controlled environs of the 
film studio. Three of these sculptures, Hollow (1998-1999), Burrow (1999), and Wrap 
(2003) – two of which involve cast segments of the same large, hollowed-out tree trunk – 
are temporary abodes. Hollow is lined with thin foam insulation used in building 
construction upon which an empty sleeping bag lies loose as if left behind by its occupant, 
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bedding not ordered after waking. The interior spaces of the other two trees are stuffed by 
material that substitutes for what was once there, or invokes the interior stuff of that 
temporary dwelling known as the human body. In Burrow, it’s the sleeping bag itself that 
fills the empty space; inside Wrap, pink flame retardant insulation is compressed, slightly 
fluffy at the edges that overshot the log, like dense stuffing emerging from an old winter 
jacket. All of this non-cast material is made from extremely artificial substances resistant 
to age; the casts themselves use polymerised gypsum, also more resistant to decay than the 
wood they are imprinted with. Yet the casts take on the body, or at least the surface and 
form of the tree they have displaced. Perhaps the early work is still fraught, still paying for 
its mortal materiality in its aging – in intimations of its eventual disappearance – while the 
cast, fallen trees will endure. In doing so, however, they forfeit likeness to some degree, 
forfeit something like the living spirit of the actual. 

After playing with materials more inert, Magor returns to the physical imprint and 
pigmentation of decay, age, and wear – to its appearance, if not its actuality – in the small 
cast sculptures of 2000-08. These objects are cast and pigmented to mimic tarnished 
pewter or silver trays, things that show the pull of time, are redolent of the inexorable 
movement toward the scrap heap or incinerator. They are stacked together with things that 
aren’t usually considered deserving of representation: cigarette butts, pieces of half-eaten 
toast, the corpse of a small animal. 

The tension or play between the cast objects and the actual ones in Magor’s small pieces 
involves a complex relationship between history and memory. One of the elements in the 
small sculpture Still Alive (2016) is a very used, actual deerskin jacket, such as what might 
have been worn by the late 1960s, a hippy-era “back-to-the-landers” item in her photo 
series Field Work (1989). The jacket retains its own history, its marks and scars, and its 
strange, embroidered, leather-fringed materiality forfeits nothing. 

Both the actual objects and the cast ones are capable of provoking memory in the viewer. 
This usually happens fast, before one has examined them and clocked what they are: that 
they’re either casts or held by casts. The polymerized gypsum glove in Speckled Veil (2015), 
for example, tenderly cradles a dead bird as if offering it to an eternally dignified, 
beautified – perhaps memorial – moment. Especially lifelike with its cream-colored skin, 
the stiches in the seams lovingly rendered, the glove is like the gloves of our mother, or a 
fashionable aunt, perhaps. Here, material wear seems to belong both to memory and 
history. The cast remembers the glove that it has displaced – destroyed in the casting 
process – and subtle color from a fashion moment prior to our own has been added. What 
we encounter, then, is both actual and a fiction: a real bird and a sculpture. The gold foil-
wrapped chocolates that I would buy in the hospital gift shop and bring to my grandmother 
as she waited to die, are offered by the work Tray (Bird/Heart) (2008). Real chocolates 
are accompanied by various imperfect fictions: on silver platters, a ceramic heart-shaped 
tray holds eight pieces of chocolate, and beside the tray, the crumpled skeleton of a tiny 
bird rests on a discarded paper candy trivet. Although the candies, cigarettes, and bottles 
of alcohol that one finds in Magor’s works may invoke taste, they cannot be tried. We are 
strictly in the realm of visual memory here, and none of the weathered or decayed elements 
have any trace of scent. There seems always an element in Magor’s small sculptures that 
eventually prohibits anything other than the present moment. 
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The display unit that holds the small cast works appeared to position itself somewhere 
between the furniture of museum display and the shelving of high-end retail. The shelving 
unit had a more massive physical presence than the works it held, leaving many of them 
both too available and too out of reach, restricting the power these pieces have possessed 
in the smaller confines of a commercial gallery and in the 2008-09 touring exhibition, The 
Mouth and Other Storage Facilities. In that exhibition, the objects were arranged on tables 
composed very much like the works they held – tables with “real” legs and cast table-tops 
with “flaws” in evidence like scars, and dusted, in places, with pigment suggestive of paint, 
wine, or blood. Given the importance of the support in Magor’s small pieces – as well as 
the status of the marginal object in her entire oeuvre – it’s safe to say that these kind of 
display bases are crucial even if they stand unnamed on the edge of recognition as a work. 

For the sculptures in Magor’s oeuvre that don’t sit directly on the gallery floor, the problem 
of their support seems solved in her most recent small cast pieces such as Pink Shimmer 
and Ladies Soft Glove (Russet) (both 2015). Not only is this powerful work, genuinely 
tender in its treatment of mortality, and deeply beautiful, but the sculptural base, often an 
old cardboard box, is fully realized as a cast object. Much of Magor’s recent cast cardboard 
is dusty grey or closer to green than the expected brown, or is a pearlescent shade that 
takes her sculptures playfully away from outward likeness. 

This solution – that the sculptural base has become a full participant in the work it 
supports – unfortunately did not reduce the problem that Magor’s pieces were lost in the 
huge rooms of the MACM. No matter how much time was concentrated in the selection of 
these works, it was too often diffused by the scale of their spaces. Walking into the semi-
industrial, semi-domestic rooms of Susan Hobbs Gallery, for example – rooms scaled more 
to the human body – it’s as if the air is sucked out of those rooms, as if everything had been 
cast from the same inert material as the sculptures themselves, leaving only the necessity 
of engagement. In the installation in Montreal, the inattention to scale – to the modulation 
of the spaces around each piece – tells us that the atmosphere of time and the silence of 
space surrounding Magor’s work needs to be palpable, to exert a little invisible somatic 
pressure. The emptiness needs shaping, a holding presence, an infusion of time rather than 
a vapidity of space. 

Two of Magor’s major installations pointed the way to what needed to be registered in the 
entire exhibition: Production with its wall enclosing a corner of the gallery, and Messenger 
(1996-2002), where Magor provided the entire room – a cabin outfitted with a cot, enough 
food to last a year, a cast white dog, hand grenades and other eccentricities – and which 
could be viewed only through its windows in a darkened gallery. Essentially, the piece was 
a room within a room. Habitude shows us that, more often than not, it’s the spacial 
register of the rooms in a house (or perhaps a studio) that should be kept in mind when 
displaying Magor. 

Magor’s works don’t put on a show: they present a situation that waits, but not for you. 
Production is suspended until another brick is pressed; Sowing Weeds in Lanes and 
Ditches stands by for a character who might appear as if out of an Alice Munro short story; 
Hollow and Messenger persist, attendant upon the return of their missing occupants. 
Unlike the objects used in film production, Magor’s materials do not participate in the 
suspension of disbelief. They keep in view a certain existential distance. 
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Glow Pet, 2016 
polymerized gypsum, textile, plastic 
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Liz Magor claims her “space between the mould and the cast.” It’s a pronouncement reified by 
thirty years of installation and sculpture that reads tentatively, delicately, inscrutably, and 
sometimes misleadingly. In person, though, Magor is totally resolved. She communicates an 
uncanny clarity and determinacy, a dedicated idea of her practice, revealing nothing of the 
obfuscation or ambivalence that her work sometimes conveys. When she speaks, she imparts fully-
realized meditations, as though threaded from a safe in her chest where she keeps them coolly 
spooled. Magor is slow and assured and wholly articulate. She insists on saying things simply. 
Indeed, on the occasion of her 2014 Iskowitz Prize exhibition at the AGO, Surrender, we walk 
through her spare show, peopled by the appearance of a sleeping Husky (Siberian Husky, 
1990) and crowded with her famed One Bedroom Apartment (1996), and during this tour she 
establishes her markers of import by a list of exclusions. Among these are nostalgia (she has no 
use for it), home (it’s not a painful notion, just “work”), and conceptualism (“I’m totally against 
ideas. Ideas are a dime a dozen”). Magor is one of the most articulate and poetic thinkers I’ve 
had the pleasure of interviewing, though I’m not sure her cogency goes reflected in the words 
below, as so much of it flowed from inflection. I felt, let it be said, completely convinced that 
the indeterminacy of her work stems from me (from us?) than anything else. 

Looking at One Bedroom Apartment, with its collection of boxes and wrapped furniture, I’m made 
to wonder about your relationship to the process of moving. For a lot of people it’s considered a 
traumatic event … 
I’m with you on that. [Laughs] So that’s the nerve I’m interested in [touching]: why would moving 
be so bad? Often you’re moving to a better place. Often the move is voluntary (it’s a tragedy if 
it’s not voluntary, let’s put it that way). Often you’re moving to another city, moving in with your 
boyfriend. However, in the process of going towards that goal, whatever we’ve chosen, we have to 
throw all our stuff in the air, and it’s painful. Because that stuff is supposed to be our pacifiers. 
So when they’re disrupted, it’s not that pleasant. Then the recognition that all that stuff you 

http://catrionajeffries.com/artists/liz-magor/works/
http://www.ago.net/liz-magor-surrender
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bought for pleasure – even the buying is pleasurable – it’s all just a great big lead boot. You get 
to the truth of it when you move. I don’t like getting to the truth of it. [Laughs]  

I think about your work, especially this one, in its relationship to home, and the realization that 
you can’t get home again. James Agee articulates this in A Death in the Family, that you can try 
to get home again, that it’s good to try, but you’ll never get all the way home again. Unless you 
have a little child of your own … he gets into a familial aspect of trying to turn the corner on 
your own pain by creating a home for someone else. What is home for you? Is it a painful idea? 
No, just that it’s work all the time. You have to maintain the center, even though the center is 
moving. By the center I mean, you might call it home. [Agee’s] probably referring to the idea you 
form as a child. And then you’re kind of cast out of paradise — you have to pay your own rent, 
and it’s never the same again. But I don’t lament that; I’m used to that. It’s part of my human job 
to feel familiar in the world outside of my parents’ house. And for me, that’s a long time ago. I 
remember … the thing I called normal? – I was never at a normal place again. Normal doesn’t 
really exist, except for children. So it’s not painful; it’s normal to be abnormal, normal to be 
disrupted all the time. This isn’t trauma. 
I’m sort of interested in the below-the-radar traumas, which are more like irritants, small anxieties. 
Things are always breaking. You drop things on your clothes. There’s a general entropy and 
destruction going on in your life. It’s not like your roof is caving in, but there’s a lot of stuff that 
you are responsible for, and it fails. A constant humiliation. The failure of it. 

Let’s talk a bit about media. There’s a moment in a frieze review of your work where the author 
picked up on how a lot of artists would, if they were trying to articulate similar fallibilities and 
insecurities, do it through performance or the body or, anyway, less tangible media than what 
you’re electing to use. How do you perceive this comment? How do you account for your choice 
of such solid media in communicating such instability?  
I think my choice is consistent with the subject, in the sense that if my subject is the relationship 
I have, including my body and my mind, with the inanimate or the material, it is this soft, 
amorphic thing called me bumping up against this hard, intransigent, uncooperative thing called 
hard material. It’s not me bumping into the movies, or TV, because they’re mutable and 
manageable. These things are not. They don’t listen, they don’t cooperate. They were created to 
sit still, and be at my service. That sofa [gestures across the room to One Bedroom Apartment] is 
my servant. It’s not my fantasy. So when I think of media that is more mobile, it’s equivalent to 
the imagination; whereas that’s equivalent to my body. Because my body is also not that 
responsive to my desires. I can’t make it the shape I want. If it’s sick I can’t heal it, exactly. I like 
the intransigence of this. 
So my processes are difficult. I’m not conceptual. I don’t say, “oh I have this great idea.” I say, 
“oh, I have this material with this characteristic. I’m going to explore the characteristic and see 
what’s unseen so far in its behavior.” I use the casting material a lot because it flows; it’s liquid at 
one point. And it will flow into any shape I provide, and it will mime that shape. These are not 
ideas; these are things. I’m totally against ideas. Ideas are a dime a dozen. [Laughs]  

You said in a talk at FIAC that you wanted to empower the idea of zero. There’s a nice 
elusiveness to that. What did you mean?  
If I create a longing for a state or a life I would like to have, or things I would like to touch or 
be with … if I am engaged in that longing incessantly or thoroughly, I turn them into idols, idols 
for things I don’t even have. And while I’m doing that I’m probably sitting in a chair that I do have. 
My bum is on it. [Laughs] So I think, “what if I flip it and idolize the things that I do have, and I 
look at them so hard that they become important?” Because I give them my full attention? So the 

http://www.frieze.com/shows/review/no-fear-no-shame-no-confusion/
http://www.fiac.com/artists/Magor-Liz-266228?lg=fr
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extreme version of that would be to say nothing is everything; zero, dust is important. I can do 
that for a few moments [at a time]. I can’t do it forever, I’m not a Buddhist. But for a moment. 
And as an artist I want to go for those things that have fallen down, and been discarded, and 
find in them the allure they had when they were first picked up. 

The relevant term for your projected or perceived allocation of meaning in a used, even historic 
object, might be aura. Is that a term you think about? 
Aura is – it comes directly from us. There is some phenomenology in the idea of aura, so there is 
some material reality in aura. So aura’s pretty good. [Laughs] Yeah, I’m interested. But I also would 
go into the auratic space and – 

Muck around? –  
Yeah, muck around. I would go in and drill a hole in it and say, “what are you made of?” 
[Laughs] So I don’t stay in that dream space. I want both. I want that dream to be about what is 
around me now, in every moment. That’s why I don’t really deal with pop culture. I’m not doing 
rifts on TV shows or music because it’s already quite famous. 

It doesn’t need you. 
Yeah, it doesn’t need me. It’s redundant, my efforts are wasted there. 

You have some objects here that make me think of my mother, and her mother, though. They’re 
already becoming signifiers. 
Yeah, they’re becoming signifiers. It’s like when you’re driving on the highway and those lights are 
coming toward you: they’re like signifiers. And then it passes you and you see what kind of car it 
is and who’s in there. Those things, I don’t know if they’re receding or advancing. They might be 
receding for someone your age because they’re coming out of your grandmother’s view and into 
yours. But to her, they might be going back. She probably doesn’t want to see them again, while 
they’re exotic for you. 

That’s an interesting way to invert the common narrative of nostalgia. 
Yeah, everyone’s in a different place when it comes to the trajectory of their intersection with the 
things in this room. So I don’t have a meaning for them, exactly. I just want them to be here with 
some degree of charm that I know is latent in them. So I pull up the charm with a bit of sparkle. 
And then often people say [my work is like] I’ve cleaned up after a party. I didn’t mean to do it 
that way, like the scene after a party. I don’t have moral or narrative or fixed [meaning]. 

Right. The artist I associate with you, however adjacently, is Iris Häussler. And yet she’s stringing a 
narrative through, or certainly laying the narrative crumbs for us, in a way you’re really not. 
Yeah, I just truncate it. I just say, “it’s an excerpt, one frame out of a film.” Maybe I can imagine 
a beginning and an end, but it would be different for everybody. 

Do you have an instinct around that? A water’s edge that you bring things to, narratively, but 
know not to go beyond? 
I’ll try. Like sometimes I let it go quite far along – like probably the dog there [Siberian Husky, 
1990] is quite far along, narratively, because it’s quite articulated. I call him a Siberian Husky, for 
instance. There’s a lot of things where I play with sentiment and mortality. I get as close as I can 
to the brink of “suck,” and then sometimes I fall in. But I’m not cynical, I’m not ironic; I don’t want 

http://momus.ca/what-gets-revealed-when-iris-haussler-finally-owns-her-name/
http://momus.ca/what-gets-revealed-when-iris-haussler-finally-owns-her-name/
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to be detached. I don’t want to be afraid of attachment even though it’s full of hazard and … it’s 
expensive. To get stuff to – 

Oh you mean it’s expensive literally! Not just in the sense of emotionally taxing … 
No! I mean literally. I mean you have to have a lot of privilege to be attached to things. Look at 
the migrants, they can’t even carry a bag. If they want to keep going they have to drop, and 
drop, and drop. 

Being This (2012) feels different – it’s more directional, more citational.  
I was trying something. It came after the blankets. With the blankets I was trying to identify them 
through their affiliation, their label, and their material. So if they say, “all wool,” you think to 
yourself, “okay, that’s pretty good.” And if they say, “made in Scotland,” you go, “oh hey, that’s 
pretty good!” So in the hugeness of the things that come floating towards us we have to do some 
quick sorting. And so even though we don’t want to look at labels, we do; we do that probably for 
each other, too [label and sort each other]. So I started looking at labels. I go to Value Village, 
it’s like my archive for the world. I started finding things that had labels of stores that were in 
Vancouver when I was fourteen – that was when I started my retail experience. I would start 
finding these and then keep the garment and the label; and I knew that all those stores had 
disappeared in Vancouver. 
There’s this constant change, something you don’t realize until you find a record or a photograph 
that reminds me how momentous and constant the change is. I started making these as though 
they accepted that change. Each one of them is incoherent and has no center. Even though it’s 
wanting to say, [as the work points to its own label with a gloved finger], “I’m something. I hope 
I’m something.” [Laughs] So with all that turmoil – not just human but material turmoil, the 
churning of stuff is enormous. 

I’m noticing the title of the exhibition, Surrender, on one of these labels. What’s the significance of 
this show’s title? 
Titles are hard; you can see they’re fairly literal. I do them mostly just to identify things [for 
myself]. I don’t want the titles to tell you how to view, though. But it does seem that all the works 
have some relationship to the inevitable, inexorable deal that you have to make with the material 
world, and that you can’t boss it around. And that at some point it might be that our things give 
the narrative to our life, as opposed to us giving the narrative to theirs. The relationship might not 
be as unequal as we think it is. I surrender to that. 
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“Stuffy” is what you could call Surrender, the Liz Magor exhibition that opened on the 
weekend at the Art Gallery of Ontario. Stuffy not in the sense of being straitlaced, but in the 
sense of being full of stuff – boxes, blankets, garments, coverings, containers, materials “real” 
and “synthetic.” 

Winnipeg-born, Vancouver-based Magor, at 67, is getting the solo showcase as part of her 
winning the $50,000 Gershon Iskowitz Prize last year for outstanding lifetime contributions 
to Canadian art. 

Surrender’s artful juxtapositions – the exhibition is devoted mostly to sculpture and 
installation work – are distinguished by a sincerity and rigour rooted more in the nitty-gritty 
of art-making than any act of intellection (although Magor gives you plenty to think about 
regarding identity, history and memory). Through Nov. 29 in Toronto. 
 
James Adams 
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